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APPLICATIONOF SPRINGTI$BSTO ELEVATORCONTROLS
By WILLIAMH. hIILIPS

SUMMARY

l@diun8 are presentedfor ca.kulaiingthe stick+rce charac-
terb%x obtaimd with a 8pring-tab type of elevator control.
% muin problem encountered in the dwign of a sati@MtOqI
el.evalor8pring tab are to prm”de 8tick forctx in the deeired
range, to maintain theforce pw g w@ciently cowtani through-
out the speed range, to avoid unde&zble “jeel” of the control
in ground hurul?ingor in$ight at low air8pee&, and to ptwed
jlutter. Examples are prewmted to 8how the dtxign feature8
oj 8prhg tab8 required to 8oke theee probk?m8jor airplane8
oj vati sizes. It appeur8 po8m”bleto provide satiejactq
elevator-jorcecharacteristicsover a large center-oj-graoity range
on airplama weighing from about 16,000 to 300,000 pouna%.
On airplane8 weighing lea8than 16,000 pounds, 8ome difficulty
may be encountered in obtaining wfim”ently heavy stickforces
jor rapid movtmwm%oj the control stick. On large airplane8,
the control on th+?ground or at I?OWair8peed-smay be unmtis-
jactory if an ordinu~ spring tab wilh a 8pring$eaible .m.ough
to avoid a large zariation oj jorce per g with 8peed is used.

Some speciul tab de@n8, including geared and preloaded
spring tab8, are dbcwsed. The geared 8pring tub h shoum

to offer a means oj obtuining sa$iefaiory ground controlwithout
introducing emxesive variation of force per g with speed.
Theoreti.ud.ly,ij the geared qming tab b used in conjunction
m“th an elevator thut has zero variation of hinge moment unlh
angle oj attack, the jorce per g may be made indeptmdmt oj
8peed ai any center-of-grady I?ocuiionregardless of the value
Oj the 8pting 8tiflW8.

By the use oj 8pring tubs on devaior8,the controljorces may
be made more &?08elypredictableand the zariation of 8tizk+rce
churacteristia among di$ereni airplmws oj the saw type may
be greatly reduced. One oj the.principal objedimw to the use
oj spring tab8ia tb amount oj weightrequiredjor mass balunce
to prev~$ulter.

INTRODUCTION

DifEculties have been encountered in obtaining desirable
control-force characteristics on large or high-speed airplanes,
bemuse the hinge moments on the contiol surfaces must be
very closely balanced and because slight changes in the
hinge-moment parameters result in large changes in control
forces. The advantages of spring tabs in overcoming these
difficulties have been pointed out in reference 1 and other

reports. It has been recognized, however, that the use of
a spring tab on an elevator results in a decreasing value of
the stick force per g normal acceleration with increasing
speed that might be considered undesirable. An analysis is
presented herein of the effects of spring tabs on elevatmr
forces for airplanes of various sizes. The results indicate
that an elevaimr equipped with an ordinary spring tab of
suitable design may avoid any serious disadvsmtage from
this effect and may still obtain the advantage of having the
control forces predictable and relatively insensitive to varia-
tions in the elevator hinge-moment chamctaristics.

The ordinary, or ungeared, spring tab (fig. 1) may present
certain difficulties in obtaining satisfactory control on the
ground or at low flight speeds. The geared spring tab
(fig. 2) ditfers from the ordinary spring tab in that, when
the elevator is moved with the stick free at zero airspeed,
the tab moves with respect to the elevator in the same man-
ner as a conventional geared tab or balancing tab. The
geared spring tab presents the theoretical possibility of ob-
taining a value of force per g m maneuvers that does not
vary with speed even though a stiff spring is used to pro-
vide adequate ground control. The present report briefly
outlines the theory of the geared spring tab, gives formulas
for use in design, and indicates the practical possibilities and
limitations of the device.
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SYMBOLS

weight
span
wing area
chord
tail length
tail area

slope of lift curve of wing “

dowmvash angle
dynamic pressure
dynamic premure at tail

‘evatore’ec’ven-fact”r($aa
liftcoefficient
stalling speed
elevator moment of inertia
ratio of stick movement to elevator deflection,

tab flied; normally positive
ratio of stick movement to tab deflection, elevator

iked; normally negative
ratio of stick force to tab angle at zero airspeed,

elevator fixed; normally positive
ratio of stick force to elevator angle at zero sir-

speed; elevator held in deflected position by
external means, tab deflection held at zero by
application of required force at control stick;
positive for balancing tab

hinge moment

c)
hinge-moment coefficient +$

elevator deflection (positive down)
tab deflection with respect to elevator (positive

down)
stick moyement (positive foward)
stick force (pull force positive)
angle of attack of wing
angle of attack of tail
mass density of air
normal acceleration in g unit9
acceleration of gravity (32.2 ft/se&)
distance between center of gravity and stick-

fied neutral point in straight ilight (positive
when center of gravity is rearward)

variation of elevator hinge-moment coefficient
with angle of attack of tail, measured with
tab free

variation of elevator hinge-moment coef%cient
with elevator angle, measured with tab free

distance between tab mass-balance weight and
tab hinge line

distance between elevator hinge line and tab
hinge line

+$3+
d.(c)z- .s

#’1

Subscripts-
Ttail-

.

t
e
b

tab
elevator
value for equivalent balancing tab

EQUATIONS FOR ELEVATOR FORCES

The method of deriving the equations for the clmwtor
control force in maneuvem with an ordinary spring tab will
be briefly outlined. These equations are similar to equations
given in reference 2 but have been arrrmged to give a clearer
phywical signitlcance to the various terms.

The change in elevator hinge moment caused by any change
in angle of attack, elevator angle, or tab angle is given by the
following formula:

The corresponding change in tab hinge moment is given by
the expression

(
~,= Aa=

ach ach,

)
__&Me ~+m ~ @’bIc? (2)

The change in elevator angle and the corresponding chrmgo
in angle of attack at the tail-both of which enter into the
calculation of the change in elevator hinge moment-may be
derived for any type of maneuver. The change in tab angle
required to insert in equation (1) depends on the particular
linkage arrangement under consideration. The present dis-
cussion will consider the spring-tab arrangement t shown in
iigure 1. For this arrangement, the relation between the
stick force, the elevator hinge moment, and the tab bingo
moment, when the system is in equilibrium, is given by the
formula

(3)

in which the constanta K1 and Kz are the gmr ratios between
the stick and elevator and between the stick and tab,
respectively, defied by the formula

Z,=Kl&+-K&, (4)

and the constaat & depends on the stifhxs of the spring.
This spring constant for an unpreloaded spring tab is defined
in terms of the stick force required at zero airspeecl to deflect
the tab with the elevatmr fixed; thmq,

F= K&, (5)
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By snuultaneous solutions of equations (l), (2), and (3),
the stick force required in any maneuver for an elevator
equipped with an unpreloaded ordinary spring tab may be
derived. The elevator force required to produce a given
change in acceleration in gradurd”puU-ups is used as a criterion
of the elevator control characteristics. In a pull-up, the
change in angle of attack at the tail is given by the formula

.a==p’$:)+?,n_,, (6,

1(0)da .~ 1

and, if the tab is assumed to have a negligible effect on the
lift of the tail, the change in elevator amgle required is given
by the formula

“=[s=’%l(”-’)‘7)
In order to show the relation between the elevator forces

required with a spring tab and the forces obtained with a
conventional elevator, the equations for the force per g in a
pull-up me derived first for an elevator without a tab, then
for an elevator with a servotab, and finally for an elevator
with an ordinary spring tab. In the case of a conventional
elevator, the change in elevator hinge moment may be
derived from equation (l). By use of the values for AaT and
A~, obtained from equations (6) and (7) and by setting
A6~=0, the force per g normal acceleration is found to be

where

(8)

(9)

The second case considered is that of a servo tab, which is
defied as the system shown in &u-e 1 with the spring omik
ted. In this case, the stick force in a pull-up may be ob-
tained from equations (l), (2), and (3) by setting the spring
constant KS equal to zero. The relation obtained for the
force per g is

E=- ’10)—,
M,

This equation ditlers from that for the force without a
tab in two ways. The first difference is that the terms
t@@ff. are replaced by the corresponding values which

would be measured on the elevator with the tab free. The
values for the tab-free condition are given by the expressions

dC,,

(–)0!6, f.y
.
ache
M.

—

achtache—.
%+’

&t

(11)

If the tab does not have any floating tendanciw, the values
obtained with equations (11) are the same as those obtained
for the elevator with the tab fixed. The second cMerence
is that in the denominator a term is added which depends
upon the ratio of the elevator dimensions to the tab dimens-
ions, the ratio of the effectiveness of the tab to its aero-
dynamic hinge moment, and the ratio between the tab and
elevator gearing constants. This added term, which in
practicsd designs may rmge in value from five to several
hundred, effectively divides the elevator stick force that
would be obtained without a tab by a large factor. The
force per g for a servotab, like that for the elevator without
a tab, is essentially independent of speed.

The force per g for an elevator equipped with an unpreloaded ordinary spring tab is found to be

(12)

Three terms are added when the tab-spring constant is taken into account. All thrm terms me seen to be of the s~e
form and contain the dynamic pressure q~ in the denominator. At very low speeds, therefore, th=e three terms will be
very large compared with any other terms in equation (12) and, in this case, the equation reduces to the form of equa-
tion (8), the force per g of the elevator without a spring tab. At very high speeds, the three added terms in equation (12)
approach zero and the equation for force per g reduces to that derived for a servokb (equation (10)). The actual variation
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of force per g with speed for various values of the spring
constant & is shown for a typical spring-tab installation in
figure 3.

Fmum 3.-VdWfon of form P g nermd amekrathn wfth * fer typicaf 6pring-t8b
hSte.lhuOnWftb VarfOnsamountsof spring Stfmla (velm of form Per g MOW St.9f@
~- have no physkd m~j

DESIGN PROBLEMS

The main problems that arise in connection with the design
of a spring tab for an elevator are as follows:

(a) To provide stick forces in the desired range
(b) To maintain force per g sufficiently constant through

the speed range
(c) To avoid undesirable “feel” of control for ground

handling
(d) To prevent flutter

These four conditions will be shown to restrict the design
characteristics of a satisfactory ordinary elevator spring
tab to a rather narrow rsmge for any particular type of
airplane.

Some additional discussion may be necessary to clarify
points (b) and (c). The force per g obtained with a servo-
tab has been shown not to vary with speed. A servotab
has been found to be undesirable, however, because the
elevator does not follow movements of the stick smoothly
when the airplane is on the ground, taxying, or making
landings and take-offs. A banging action of the control
has been experienced because the elevator does not move
until the tib bits its stops. The use of a spring tab pro-
vides a mechanical connection between the stick and the
elevator and relieves this difficul@-. One of the main prob-
lems in the design of a spring tab is to avoid an undesirably
large variation of force per g with speed in flight and still
to provide a suihciently rigid connection between the stick
and the elevator to give control while the airplane is taxying.
With an ordinary spring tab, the variation of force per g
with speed in flight may be reduced to a small value by
using a spring suiliciently weak that, in the normal-flight
speed range, the control behaves essentially as a servotab.
It is necessary to decide upon some criterion for the mini-
mum value of spring stiffness required for control while the
airplane is taxying.

The response of the elevator to a sudden stick movement
depends upon the elevator hinge moment that results from a
tit stick deflection. II the elevator is held fied, the
variation of elevator hinge moment with stick deflection for
~ elevator equipped with a spring tab is given by the fol-
lowing equation:

At zero speed the elevator hinge moment comes entirely
from the spring but, as the speed increases, the aerodynamic
hinge moment due to tab deflection is added. The initinl
angular acceleration of the elevator, which occurs after a
sudden stick movement, depends on the ratio of elevator
hinge moment to stick deflection divided by the moment of
inertia of the elevator about its hinge line. In fligb t tests
of a small fighter airplane, the minimum vfdue of spring
stiffness required for satisfactory feel of the controls on tho
ground corresponded to the value (at zero oirspeed)

1 Z)H._-K,Ka
~ ~—~-—=2OO foot-pounds per foot per slug-foot’

This value is, of course, many times smaller than tho degreo
of rigidity present in a conventional control system but has
nevertheless been shown to be satisfactory for the cam of
the small fighter airplane. For a large airplane, particularly
one equipped with a tricycle landing gear, elevator control
should not be required until speeds approaching the take-off
speed are reached. In such a case, then, a lower value of
the ratio might be acceptable at zero airspeed. The valuo

1 aH*
‘f 7 ax,

should, however, be reasonably large at speeds

approaching the take-off speed.

EXAMPLES

Design considerations.-lh order to illustrate the applica-
tion of ordinary spring tabs to elevator controls of airplanes
of various size9, the stick-force characteristic in maneuvers
have been calculated for four airplan= ranging in size from
a scout bomber to an airplane weighing 300,000 pounds,
which represents about the largest type of airplane now
being contemplated by aircraft designem. In each me, a
practical spring-tab design has been arrived at that provides
stick-force characteristics which satisfy the requirements of
reference 3. These examples show what design features of
a spring tab are required to obtain stick forces for maneuver-
ing within the range required for each class of airplane and
indicate also special problems that may arise in the design
of spring tabs for aircraft of particular sizes. Tho character-
istics of the airplanes chosen M examples are given in table I.
Certain factors that were considered in designing the spring
tabs are as followsi

(a) The spring stiffness has been selected on the basis of
providing satisfactory ground control by making the value

J at zero airspeed equal to or greater than 200 foot-
‘f+ a:
pounds per foot per slug-foot’ except where otherwise noted.

(1) A reasonable degree of aerodynamic balance of the
sch._

elevator, corresponding to a value of ~—— 0.002 or

-0.003, has been assumed so that large elev~ta deflections
may be obtained without having the tab size or deflection

ach
exceed practical limits.. The value of ~~=0, which has
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becu used in all cnlculations, may be attained in practice by
suitublc choice of the elevator contours. ~miation in the
value Of M7hJ&YT will not, however, alter the effects of the

spring tab but will simply shift the stick-free neutral points
in straight and turning flighf by the same amount for a
spring tab as for a conventional type of balance.

(c) The tab hinge-moment chmacteristies were assigned

bob, bch, ~
tho representative values ~=

t –0”003 ‘r –0”005’ x= ‘

acht
and —

aa~
-0. By suitable modification of the tab design,

considerable variation in these values maybe obtained. The
cff ects of such changes on the stick f orces maybe determined
from formulas (11) and (12).

Scout bomber (weight, 16,000 lb),—The variation of force
per o with speed and with center+f-gravity position for a
scout bomber weighing 16,000 Founds is shown in figure 4.

80-
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Fu_Ir_rus4,—VorMlonofform w o wftb SPCMIond with canter+f~vfty pc8itIonfor scout
bomber (wofgh& 16,1MIlb).

The desirablo range of stick forces (shown by cross hatching
in figures) is indicated in accordance with the requirement
of reference 3. A center-of-gravity range of 10 percent of
tho mean aerodynamic chord hss been assumed.

The hypothetical curve of force per g at zero speed,
which rdso represents the force per g throughout the speed
range when a spring tab is not used, shows that a conven-

tiomd elevator with the degree of baIance used would give
heavy stick forces and an excessive variation of force per g
with the center-of-gravity position. The assumed spring
tab reduces the variation of force per g with centel-of-gravity
position to an acceptable amount. The variation of force
per g with speed, for the spring stiffhess chosen to give sdis-
factory ground control, also appears to be desirably small.
Somewhat larger values of force per g are obtained near the
minimum speed, but this fact is thought to be unimportant
because the airplane stalls at low values of normal accelera-
tion in this speed range. The stick forces were generally
too low with a spring tab alone but have been raised to
an acceptable value by the use of a small bobweight that
requires a pull force of about 3 pounds on the stick.

Although the combination of spring tab and bobweight
gives stick forces that satisfy the requirements, recent ilight
tests have shown that such an arrangement might be con-
sidered unsatisfactory ta the pilots because of the lightness
of the stick force required to make large rapid movements of
the stick. This lightness, of course, rewdts from the small
effective value of the variation of hinge-moment coefficient
with elevator deflection which is necessary in order to obtain
a small variation of force per g with center-of-gravity posi-
tion. The requirement for light stick forces over such a
large center-of-gravity range on an airplane of this type
seems, in fact, to be incompatible with the pilot’s desire for
forces large enough to prevent inadvertent movements of the
control stick.

The problem of providing sufficient heaviness of the con-
trol stick for quick movements (with the resultant undesir-
able variation of force per g with center-of-gravity position)
when a spring tab is used may present some difficulties on an
airplane as small as a scout bomber. The following powi-
bilities are available for making the forces heavier:

(a) To decrease K,, the mechanical advantage of the stick
over the tab

(b) To increase the tab chord
(c) To increase 3C,t/&?t by use of strips on the tab trailing

edge
(d) To reduce the amount of aerodynamic balance on the

elevator
Of these possibilities, (a) and (b) may excessively increase
the amount of mass balance required to prevent flutter, a
subject that will be discussed in a later section of the paper.
Only alimited advantage is gained by method (c). JIethod (d)
will require the use of a larger tab to obtain large elevator
deflections. By a combination of these methods, however,
it appears practicable to obtain a suflicientily large centering
tendency of the stick on an airplane of the scout-bomber

cIaM. For a given value of ~ ~ at zero airspeed, changes (a),

(b), and (c) give a favorable’reduction in the variation of
force per g with speed.

Satisfactory control feel mi@t possibly be provided, even
on an airplane that has no variation of force per g with
center~f-gravity position, by suitable inertia weights or
damping devices in the control system. Several systems
for accomplishing this result have been proposed, but none
have yet been tested in flight.
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Medium bomber (weight, 50,000 lb),—The stick-forco
characttistics of a medium bomber weighing 50,000 pounds
with the assumed spring-tab design are shown in figure 5.
The spring stiffness, chosen on the basis of ground control,
provides a sticiently small variation of force per g with
speed. The stick forc~ lie within the desired limits. It is
believed that the centering tendency of the control stick
associated with these forces would be considwed suiliciently
large, although no tests have been made of an airplane of
this size to verify this belief.
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Heavy bomber (weight 125,000 lb).—The talc.ulatid stick-
force characteristics of a heavy bomber (weight, 125,000 lb)
are shown in figure 6. In order to obtaio stick forces within
the desired rrmge, a tab of rather narrow chord and an in-
crensed value of K1 (the mechanical advantage of the stick
over the tab) have to be used- When these measures are
adopted, it is no longer possible to meet the criterion for

(1 U7*
ground control ~ ~ at zero speed= 200 foot-pounds per

foot per slug-foot?
)

and still maintain n sufficiently srndl

variation of force per g with speed. Although the spring
stiflness required to obtain the characteristics shown in
figure 6 is greater them the stiffness used on the smrdhm air-
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hour. This condition would probably be acceptable, how-
ever, on a large airplane with a tricycle landing gear,

Airphme of 300,000 pounds weight,—The ct-dculnted stick-
force characteristics of an airplane weighing approximately
300,000 pounds are shown in figure 7. On an airplane of
this size, considerable care must be taken to baktnce nero-
dynamicdly both the elevatdr and the tab in order to obtain

sufhcien tly light stick forces. A very small value of ~ ~

at zero speed must also be accapted in order to avoid ex-
cessive variation of force per g with speed. The value of
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$$ for this tab arrangement exceeds 200 at speeds above
*

102 &iles per hour.
Tlm stick forces on an airplane of this size depend rather

critically on the elevator and tab hinge-moment character-
istics. In view of the rather limited data available at present
on the hinge-moment characteristics of tabs, special tests
would undoubtedly be required to develop a design that
provides the desired hinge-moment parameters. The
degreo of balance required is not so high that small variations
in contours among diflerent airplanes would cause excessive
variations in the stick forces. It therefore appears that a
spring tab may be used to provide satisfactory elevator
control on an airplane of at least 300,000 pounds gross weight.
The limiting size of airplane that could be adequately con-
trolled by this means is difficult to estimate, inasmuch as
factors such SE the response of the elevator to stick move-
ments, rather than the magnitude of the stick forces, would
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probably set the upper limit on the size of airplane that
could be controlled. The increasing importance of the
elevator inertia on large airplanes is caused by the fact that
the moment of inertia of the elevator tends to incrense as
approximately the fourth power of the linear dimension,
whereas the aerodynamic hinge moments due to the tab
v~ as the cube of the linear dimension.

DISCUSSION OF EXAMPLES

The ability of the spring tab to provide d~irnble stick-
force characteristics over a large center-of-gravity range on
airplanes weighing between about 16,000 and 300,000 pounds
has been shown by the preceding examples. The lower limit
on the size of airplane that can be controlled is determined
by the requirement for a deiinh centering tendency of the
control stick. The upper limit is not clearly defined but
probably is set by the ability of the elevator to follow rapid
stick movements.

One advantage of the spring-tab contiol is that any
variation in the stick-force characteristics between airplanes
of the same type, caused;by slight differences in the contours
of the elevators, would ba.nmch le.s for a spring-tab elevator
than for an elevator equipped with a conventional type of
balance such as a balancing tab or an inset hinge. This
diilerence may be explained as follows: In order to obtain
desirable stick forces with a convedional type of balance,
the elevator hinge-moment parameters ZX?@& and 2M7b,JMT
must be reduced to very small values. Variations of these
parametem caused by slight diiTerences in the elevator
contours are likely to be of the same order of magnitude as
the desired values. Such variations would cause changes in
the stick-force characteristics of 100 percent or more. In the
case of the spring tab, however, a high degree of balance of
the elevator is not required. The stick forces are reduced to
desirable values by the action of the tab. A properly
designed spring tab has been shown to act essentially as a
servotab at normal flight speeds. The formula for the force
per g with a servotab (equation (10)) shows that the force
per g is reduced by a large factor in the denominator that
depends on the tab and linkage characteristics. The effects
Of my YfiatiOnS in the FdUe9 Of ?@?@@. and bC@.
will be reduced by the same ratio. Inasmuch as this ratio
varies from about 1:10 in the case of the scout bomber to
1:100 in the caae of the 300,000-pound airplane, the spring
tab should effectively eliminate any difhculties caused by
variations in elevator hinge-moment parameters.

Errors in the predicted stick-force characteristics for a
proposed spring-tab design, caused by failure to obtain the
desired elevator hinge-moment characteristics, are likewise
reduced by this ratio. & a result, the control character-
istics of a spring-tab elevator should be more closely pre-
dictable than those of a conventional elevator, especially on
a large airplane. This advantage is somewhat offset by the
fact that the stick forces obtained with a spring tab depend
on the hinge-moment parameters of the tab as well as of the
elevator. At present, information on the hinge-moment
Characteristi- of tabs is not very complete.

The spring tab should provide an effective means of
contiol in high-speed flight, especially as regards recovery
from high Mach number dives, where the contiol forces on
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a conventional elevator may become excessive. It is known
that trim tabs may be used to recover from dives, at least
at the Mach numbem reached by presentday airplanes; but
this procedure is known to be extremely dangerous because,
when the airplane reaches lower altitudes and Mach numbers,
excessive accelerations may be experienced before the trim
tabs crm be returned to neutral. The spring tab directly
controlled by the stick should eliminate this difficulty.
Furthermore, the stick forces with a spring tab would not
be likely to become excessive in the pull-out. The tiects
of compressibility may in many cases be considered as a large
rearward shift of the neutral point (of the order of 20 to 30
percent of the mean aerodynamic chord). Figures 4 to 7
show thrtt such n shift would lead to excessive stick forces {or
recovery with a conventional elevator but to reasonable
forces for a spring-tab control. In order to effect recovery,
the elevator and tail would have to be built sufficiently
strong to withstand the. large loads imposed.

PREVENTION OF FLUTTER

A theoretical investigation of the flutter of spring tabs i?
presented in reference 4 and the practied results are given in
reference 5. These reports show that both the elevator and
tab must be mass-baIanced about their hinge Iines and that
the tab mas-balance weight must be placed closer to the
tfib hinge line than a certain distance defied by the relation

d=+ (14)

l–Z,

In order to be most efFective, the tab mass-balance weight
should be placed about half this distance ahead of the tab
hinge line. Equation (14) shows that, if the mechanical
advanhge of the stick over the tab K2 is reduced to a small
value, the tab mass-balance weight must be plamd so close
to the tab hinge line that a prohibitively large weight may
be required. Equation (4) indicates that K, and K, cannot be
reduced simultaneously without unduly decreasing the
stick travel.

A small value of the mechanical adv-antage of the stick
over the tab has been shown to be advantageous on d
rtirpkmes in order to provide sufficiently large stick-force
gradients and small variation of force per g with speed.
An experimental investigation to determine the validity of
equation (14) is, therefore, urgently required. Because of
effects of flexibili~ in the control linkages, the applicability
of equation (14) is open to some question in cases in which
X* is small. In some instances spring tabs without mass
balance have been used without the occurrence of flutter.
Special devices with a smaller penal~ due to weight have
also been proposed to prevent flutter.

STICK-FORCE CHARACTERISTICS IN STRAIGHT FLIGHT

h figures 4 to 7, the rear limit of the assumed center-of-
gravity range was taken as the stick-fixed (actually, elevator-
and tab-fhed) neutnd point in straight flight. Because
bC~e,@a~ was taken equal to zero, this point also represents
the stick-free neutral point. For all center-of-gravity posi-

tions ahead of this point, the stick-force variation with
speed will be stable and the gradient will bo roducod by the
spring tab in the same proportion as the mtmeuvoring forces.
The effects of changes in the hinge-moment prwamotom
iX!?@6. and b~@@. and the effects of nltitude on tho

neutral point and maneuver point may be shown to follow
the same rules with a spring tab as with rL conventional
elevatar.

SPECIAL SPRING-TAB ARRANGEMENTS

The formulaa set up for the stick forces obtained in
maneuvers with a spring tab may be used to detorminc tho
characteristic of several special arrangements.

Tab controlled independently of elevator,—The mcchn-
nism for a tab controlled independently of elevator is shown
diagramma tically in figure 8. This arrangement is a spociwl
case of the previously used system in which the elevator
gearing constant KI equals zero. The stick-force chmac-
teristics maybe found from equations (12) and (13) by setting
K1 equal to zero.

If K, equals zero, the value of K, must be large enough (o
require full stick travel for full tab deflection. For airplnnm
weighing about 50,000 pounds or less, a small valuo of Kz
was required to provide sticiently h~vystick forces. Tho
tab controlled independently of elevator would therofom be
considered satisfactory only on large airplanes. Equation(13)
furthermore indicates that, when ~1=0, tho elevator will

FIGURE&—TrtbmntrolkxiIndqmmdc.nt]yof~bvntor.

not be constrained to follow stick movemonts at zero nir-
speed no matter how stifl a spring is used. Tlm system of
figure 8 will thus have no advantages over a servotab from
the standpoint of ground control. The spring should
therefore be omitted in order to avoid a force per g tlmt
varies with speed. This system is more likely than on
ordinary spring tab to result in instability of the short-
period oscillation of the airplane with stick fixed, bccnuso
the stability of the elevator itself with stick iixed is essentially
the same as with stick free. As a result, the dynamic
stability of the airplane with stick iixed is no greeter thnn
with stick free. With n conventional spring tab such as
that shown in iignre 1, on the other hnnd, the effective
restoring moment on the elevator with stick iixed is grently
increased by the leading action of the tab, so that the stid<-
fixed dynamic stability of the airplane is close to the elevntor-
fixed value. The only benefit that appears to result from
the use of the system of fignro 8 is a possible reduction of
stick forces on a very large airplane because of the increased
allowable mechanical advantage of the stick over tho tnb.
Use of this alternative does not appear to be necessary, how-
ever, for the largest airplane considered (300,000 pounds
weight).
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Freloaded spring tab,-lf the tab spring is preloaded to

prevent deflection of the tab until the stick force exceeds a
certain amount, the stick force per g will equal that of the
elevator without a spring tab up to the point where the
stick forc~ reaches the preload. Beyond this point, the
force por g will equal the force calculated for an unpreloaded
spring tab. The force variation with acceleration will
therefore be nonlinear, a characteristic usually considered
to be undesirable.

If friction is present in the tab system, an unpreloaded
spring tab may not return to a definite equilibrium position
and, as a result, the pilot may experience ~culty in main-
trtining a specified trim speed. A small amount of preload
may bo used to center the tab detlnitely in trimmed flight
and thereby to overcome this difficulty. In view of the
me.chmical complications involved in the use of a preloaded
spring, as well as the nonlinear force characteristics men-
tioned previously, it appeam desirable to avoid the necessity
for preload by reducing tilction in the tab system to a
minimum.

Geared spring tab,-The mechanism for a geared spring
tab is shown diagrammatically in figure 2. As noted pre-
viously, this device differs from an ordinary spring tab in
that, when the elevator is moved with the stick free at zero
airspeed, the tab deflects with respect to the elevator in
the same manner as a conventional geared tab or balancing
tab.

It has been shown that, when an ordinary spring tab is
used, the variation of force per g with speed may be reduced
to an acceptable amount by using a tab spring sufficiently
flexiblo to make the control behave essentially as a smvotab
at normal flight speeds. The ground control provided by
this flexible spring might be considered acceptable but a
stitler spring would be very desirable, especially on large
airplanes that have elevators with high moments of inertia.

If a geared spring tab is used, it will be shown that a stiffer
spring may be employed without increasing the variation
of force per g with speed.

b the appendix of the present” paper, the theoretical
derivation of the stick forces with an ordinary spring tab is
extended to allow calculation of the stick forces with a
geared spring tab. The force per g obtained with an ordi-
nary spring tab has been shown to vary with speed. As the
speed approaches zero the force per g approaches that ob-
tained with the tab tied and, at very high speeds, approaches
the value for a servotab. With a geared spring tab, as the
speed approaches zero the force per g is shown to approach
that of an equivalent balancing tab and, at very high speeds,
is shown to approach the value for a servotab. The geared
spring tab therefore provides a means of reducing the force
per g at low speeds while leaving the force per g at high
speeds unchanged. The force per g may theoretically be
made to remain constant throughout the speed range, no
matter what spring stifhess is used. This arrangement
therefore embodies the advantage provided by either the
conventional balance or the servotab, namely, that the sticli-
force gradient does not vary with speed. The undesirable
sensitivity of the conventional balance to small changes in
hinge-moment characteristics and the poor ground control
of the servotab are avoided by the geared spring tab.

In order to compare tho merits of conventional types of
balance, ungeared spring tabs, and geared spring tabs, the
stick-force characteristics have been computed for the medi-
um bomber (weight, 50,000 lb) with the various types of
elevator control. The results of these calculations are
shown in figure 9. The airplane characteristic are assumed,
as before, to be those given in table I. The control-system
characteristics are given in table II The stick forces of
a closely balanced elevator with conventional balance (as,
for example, a balancing tab) am shown in figure 9(a).
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The critical nature of the balance is also shown by the large
chimges in stick-force gradients caused by changes in bC@N6
and bch~a= of — 0.001 per degree. Variations of thie order
of mrignitude may result horn slight differences in contours
of the elevator, within production tolerance, on diilerent air-
planes of the same type. The characteristics of an ordinary,
or ungeared, spring tab are illustrated in @ure 9(b). These
values are the same aa those presented previously in figure 5.

The characteristics of a geared spring tab that was de-
signed to provide the same control-force characteristics as
the conventional balance are shown in figure 9(c). The
method of calculating the values of the hinge-moment param-
eter and gear ratio that were used to obtain stick-force
gradients independent of speed is given in the appendix.
The same characteristics will be obtained with any spring
stiffness.

The exact values of hinge-moment parameters required to
give the characteristics show-n in figure 9(c) will not be
attained in practice. It is therefore desirable to investigate
the effects of changing the hinge-moment parameters slightly.
If the spring in the geared spring tab had iniinite stifFness,
the system would be identical with the balancing tab (fig. 9(a))
and the stick forces would be equally sensitive to small
changes in hinge-moment paramekn-s. The spring sti.ilness
must therefore be limited to a point at which normal changea
in ach~a~eand bC@aT dO not cause large changes in the

stick-force characteristic.

b order to determine the effects of errom in the values of
ackjtieand bC@aT when a iin.ite value of spring stiilnex

is used, the stick forces have been computed for a geared
spring tab that has the same spring stitllwss as the ungeared
spring tab of figure 9(b). The effects of changing ?@@&

and b(&@aT by —0.001 for the geared spring tab are

shown in figures 10(a) and 10(h), respectively. Some
variation of force per g with speed is introduced but the
variation is considerably smaller than that normally encoun-
tered with the ungeared spring tab (fig. 9(b)). Inaemuch
as a greater variation of force per g with speed probably can

be tolerated, an increaee in spring
ground control amxmrs desirable.

stitTne9s to improve tho

The changw h“ %’@. and bC@aT cauee changes in tho

order of magnitude of the stick forces as well as some variation
in force per g with speed. Thes~ changes are, however, much
smaller than those that occur mth the conventional bcdanco
(fig. 9(a)). At high speeds, in fact, they approach tho
changes that would occur if a servotab were used.

The effect of changing the gear ratio of the geared spring
tab from ite ideal value is shown in figure 10(c). The cff cct
of changing the gear ratio is nearly equivalent to changing the
value Of ac~,pd..Anerror in providing the ideal value of

bC@& on an actual airplane may therefore be corrocted by
suitable adjustment of the gear ratio.

The geared spring tab ueed to obtain the characteristics
shown in figure 9(c) had values of the hinge-moment param-
eters a C@a* and bChJba~ equal to zero. The equations

given in the appendix show that this condition must bo
satisfied if the stick-force gradient is to be independent of
speed at any center-of-gravity location. The value of
bCh@a.J in practice, may be made equal to zero by use of

elevators with a beveled t@ling edge or with horn balances.
The value of b(&/baT is normally very small and may like-

wise be adjusted by varying the trailing-edge angle. If the
V&U?S Of bC@W and bC#)aT me nOt OqUal tO ZOrO, tho

force per g may still be made independent of speed by use of a
geared spring tab for one particular center-of-gravity locn-
tion, but the force per g will vary somewhat with speed nt
other center-of-gravity locations.

The effect of an increase in altitude on the stick-force
gradients obtained with a geared spring tnb is to shift for-
ward the center-of-gravity location for zero force per g (tlw
maneuver point) and to leave the slopes of the curves of
force per g against center-of-gravity location unchanged.
In this respect, the geared spring tab maybe shown to follow
the same rules as a conventional elevator. The stick-force
variation with speed in straight flight is related to the force
per g in maneuvera in the same way for a geared spring-tnb
elevator as for a conventional elevator.
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The application of ordinary spring tabs to airplanes of

various aizea was considered previously. The results of
this analysis, in general, maybe applied to the geared spring
tab. In order to avoid excessive stick-force variation with
speed with an ordinary spring tab, the spring must be sufE-
ciently flexible to make th~. control behave essentially as a
servotab in the normal-flight speed range. The stick-force
gradient obtained with a geared spring tab must also equal
that of a servotab if force variation with speed is h be
avoided, Because the stick forces obtained with a servotab
result from the aerodynamic hinge moments on the tab, some
difficulty may be encountered in provitig .w.@ciently heavy
stick-force gradients with normal tab designs on airplanes
much smaller than the 50,000-pound airplane considered in
the present report.

CONCLUSIONS

An analysis of the effects of spring tabs on elevator forces
for airplanes of various sizes has indicated the following
conclusions:

1, By the use of spring tabs, satisfactory elevator control-
force characteristics may be obtained over a large center-of-
gravity range on airplanes varying in weight from about
16)000 to at least 300,000 pounds.

2. The spring tab offers the possibility of greatly reducing
the changes in stick forces that result from small variations
in contours of the elevators on different airplanes of the same
type.

3. The elevator control-force Jmracteristica resulting
from the use of a spring tab should be more closely predict-

able than those with other types of aerodynamic balance such
as a balancing tab or inset-hinge balance; in order to take
advantage of this effect, however, more complete informa-
tion on the hinge-moment characteristics of tabs is required.

4. One of the chief objections to the use of spring tabs is
the amount of weight required for mass balance to prevent
flutter. Experimental work is recommended in order to
find means of reducing the amount of balance weight required.

5. By means of a geared spring tab, it is theoretically
possible to provide a value of stick-force gradient in maneu-
vers that does not vary with speed, no matter what spring
stiffness is used. If the geared spring tab is used in conjunc-
tion with an elevator that has zero variation of hinge moment
with angle of attack, the force per g may be made independent
of speed at any Centeraf-gravity location.

6. A geared spring tab may be designed to provide ade-
quate ground control and small sensitivity of the control
forces to slight changes in the hinge-moment parameters.
The poor ground control associated with a servotab and the
sensitivity of a conventional balance of small changes in
hinge-moment parameters may therefore be avoided.

7. The geared spring tab appeara to be most suitable
for applimtion to large airplane9.

LANGLEY MEMORIAL AERONAUTICAL LABORATORY,

NATIONAL ADVISORY COWJITTEII FOR JbRONAUTICS,

LANGLEY FIELD, VA., Nooember fi4,1944.
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APPENDIX
EQUATIONS FOR ELEVATOR FORCES lVITH GEARED SPRING TAB

The tab system considered is shown in @e 2. The
mechsmic.al &axacteristics of the” linkage are
determined -when four constants are spectied.
stants are defined by the following equations:

x,= K@.+Ka z
F=K@,+&s,

completely
These con-

(AI)

(A2)

Equation (A2) applies when the aimpeed is zero. The ratio
between the tab deflection and the elevator deflection, stick
fixed, equals –&/& and the ratio between the tab defle~
tion and the elevator deflection at zero aimpeed, stick free,
equals –&/&. The ratio &/& is defined as the linkage
ratio of an equivalent balancing tab. When the system is in
equilibrium, the relations between stick force, elevator hinge
moments, and tab hinge moments are given in terms of thwe

.

constants by the expressions

AH.-m, :
AP=

K+ K,

AF=++G (A@ M
)

These equations may be solved simultaneously with
equations (1) and (2) to obhin an expression for the. force
per g for a geared spring tab. The resulting equation is the
same ss was derived for an ordinary spring tab, provided
that certain substitutions are made for some of the pmam-
eters. These substituted values may be interpreted physi-
cally ss the characteristics of the equivalent balancing t~b
previously ddned. The complete equation is

where the quantities with the subscript b are defied in the
following table:

Qnmtfty I D@nftfOn I Physfcal sfgnfllC3Jrco I

I (K),
I

K,(l—~) Rn&Wtiwwn stfrk travel end
deffmtbn for ermfv8-

lent Imlrmdng tab

c’)a, bCheK, bcht fj~; valw ofacA,k foreqtdvfdmrt
F, ~qm lmkrIdIwtab

ValnecdZICA/331foreqnfve.krt
lmlurdngtab; meammdwith

~
()

bck K4bCktb$p @bIfnkmnmmted—
—~ - dgnldmnmmy bo V2%2’2

Ml b M, z-57Ea eseffeotof deIlwtfngtab M a
trfrntabby changbrg10r@hof
tab Ifnk

The stick-force characteristics of an ordinary spring tab
were discmed in the main text. At very high speeds the
stick force per g normal acceleration was shown to approach
the value obtained with a servotab, and at low speeds the
force per g was shown to approach the value obtained
with the tab tied. By similsr reasoning, the stick-force
gradient with a geared spring tab maybe shown to approach
that of a servotab at high speeds and to approach that ob-
tained with the equivslmt balancing tab at low speeds. By
varying the gear ratio, the force per g at low speeds may be
adjusted to any desired value without dlecting the force
per g at high speeds. In particular, the force per g at low
speeds may be adjusted to the value obtained at high speeds.

(A3)

(A4)

The stick-force gradient, in this case, is found to be ~depend-
ent of the speed.

The conditions that must be satisfied in order to provide
a force gradient independent of speed may be found from
equation (A4). The ssmunption is made that the ratio g~/q is
independent of speed—a condition approximately true at
maneuvering speeds. The force per g will be independent of
speed if the ratio of the terms in the numerator that contain
@to the tarms in the denominator that contain@ is the same
as the ratio of the remaining terms in the numerator to the
remahing terms in the denominator. For one pmtictitLY
center-of-gravity location, this condition may always be
satisfied by suitable choice of the gear ratio. If it is desired
to provide a force gradient independent of speed at any
center-of-gravity location, the following relations must be
satisfied:

ldc,.1 ‘

(A6)

446
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Ii practb, equation (A6) can be satisfied only by making
aoh,pa~ and a~*l/ba~ very close to zero. Equation (A6)

may then be used to determine the gear ratio KJK3 that
must be employed to provide a value of force per g which
does not vary with speed.

()
After substituting in equation (A6) the value of ~

u

()

acke
obtained from equation (11) and the values of (KJt., ~ b,

()
and ~ ,gi ven in the preceding table, the equation may

e

be solved explicitly for the gear ratio &/KS.* The gear
ratio is obtained by solving n quadratic equation which
yields the two values

(A7)

The significmce of the two solutions may be seen by
substituting values for the airplane and control-system
characteristics given in tables I and IX The following
tiumerical values are obtained for the gear ratios:

g =0.94
() 31

~ =21

() 33

Of them two solutions, only the smaller value is of practical
interest. The larger value would result in excessive tab
deflections that would very likely cause the lift increment
due to the tab, which hss been neglected in the present
mmlyis, to reverse the direction of lift on the surface.
Nor praotical use, therefore, only the formula for (&/&),
need be considered.

wbln solntlon vm Mntod ont to b author by Mr. H. f3nrnbolof the Rermbllo
Avletfon corPJmtkol.

When the gear ratio and elevator hinge-moment charac-
teristics are selected by this procedure to give a force gradient
independent of speed at any center~f-gravity location, the
force gradient may be computed from the equation

(A8)

The oriterion given in the main text for the spring stiiflncs.s
required for satisfactory ground control may be used for a
geared spring tab as well as for an ordinary spring tab.
I?or a gmred spring tab, the variation of elevator hinge
moment with stick deflection when the elevator is held tied
is given by the following equation, which is very similar to
equation (13) of the main text.

If it is desired to satisfy the criterion at zero airspeed, the
terms containing q, m~y be neglected

relation is obtained:

1 ==200
I ax,

– (KJ&
‘~

and the ~ollo&ing

This exprmion Vay be used to solve for K8, which determines
the spring stiess. For the esample under consideration,

KJ200)I
‘= –(K,),

‘-
=95.0 pounds per radian

A vslue of Ks of 100 pounds per radian has been used in the
examplw of this paper. From the value of KJK~ determined
previously, the value of& may be readily obtained.
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